Dan Hadaway Joins Bacompt’s
Information Security Team
October 2016
Carmel, Indiana
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Bacompt, a leading provider of data processing, printing, and mailing of information-sensitive documents,
announces the addition of Dan Hadaway as Director of Information Security. Hadaway brings more than 34
years of experience managing complex technology governance problems and works with financial
institutions ranging in size from $40 million to $14 billion in assets.
Prior to consulting with Bacompt, Dan earned a reputation in the banking industry as an expert in
Information Security and Technology Risk Management. He is a popular speaker at conventions and
conferences in the IT security arena and has been published in business magazines as diverse as
Compliance Magazine, BankNotes, Hoosier Banker, and the Ohio Record.
“I am honored to serve on Bacompt’s information security team. Their dedication to organic technology
risk management makes it so much easier to stay out in front of the evolving regulations, as they are highly
sensitive to the mandates that protect personal information,” says Hadaway.
“Compliance is not simply a buzz word; it is essential when dealing with personally identifiable
information,” explains Dwayne Hurt, COO at Bacompt. “Dan, with his immense background in technology
risk management, is a great asset to us in delivering the highest standards in document security.”

About Bacompt
As a leader in data manipulation and its application to on-demand, digital printing and mailing, Bacompt
has refined document processing and taken security to a whole new level. This enables customers to save
costs and enhance revenue by facilitating more timely responses in a highly secure environment.
Bacompt’s robust array of services includes custom programming, list hygiene, variable-data printing, and
barcoding. Its nationwide customer base includes large healthcare networks, collection agencies, and a
variety of government agencies at both state and federal levels.
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